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Abstract:

Y-doped BaZrO₃ (BZY) is of the perovskite structure (ABO₃), and is promising as an electrolyte in protonic ceramic fuel cells (PCFCs). However, factors limiting its protonic conductivity have not been clarified entirely, such as the unclear site occupancy of Y. In this work, X-ray diffraction patterns were collected utilizing synchrotron radiation with an incident energy close to energy of the
Y K absorption edge. Therefore, precise Rietveld refinement was performed to determine the site occupancy of Y by the anomalous dispersion effect. The results revealed that for the stoichiometric sample of BaZr_{0.8}Y_{0.2}O_{3-δ}, Y only occupied the B-site. But in the Ba-deficient sample of Ba_{0.9}Zr_{0.8}Y_{0.2}O_{3-δ}, two perovskite phases with different compositions were observed. In one Y-poor phase, all Y occupied the B-site, while in another greatly Y-rich and Ba-deficient phase, Y was found to occupy both A and B-sites. These results clearly indicate the tendency towards A-site occupation of Y with an increasing Ba-deficiency.
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1. Introduction

After the discovery of proton conduction in acceptor-doped SrCeO_{3} by Iwahara et al. in the 1980s [1, 2], research on proton conductive perovskite-type oxides (ABO_{3}) has been focused on for decades due to their high potential for use in electrochemical applications in an intermediate temperature range (450 – 700 °C), such as an electrolyte for protonic ceramic fuel cells (PCFCs) [3]. Y-doped BaZrO_{3} (BZY) is one of the most promising candidates because of its high protonic conductivity in humid atmospheres [4 - 6], and significant stability against reaction with CO_{2} [7, 8]. Conventionally speaking, trivalent Y cations prefer B-site occupation to substitute tetravalent Zr cations, but the cationic radius intermediate between those of a Zr cation and a divalent Ba cation [9,
has the possibility to make Y cations also available to substitute Ba cations in the A-site. However, the occupation of Y in different sites induces totally different reactions in defect chemistry; oxide ion vacancies are consumed or generated, depending on whether Y occupies the A or B-site. Decrease in oxide ion vacancies is detrimental to the dissociative absorption of water molecules into the lattice, resulting in a lower proton concentration [11]. Therefore, clarifying the site occupancy of Y in BZY is important, and several studies have already been conducted [12-14]. Yamazaki et al. [12] intentionally introduced Ba-deficiency into 20% Y-doped BaZrO₃, and reported decrease in conductivity and water content with increasing Ba-deficiency. They also found that up to a Ba-deficiency of 0.06, the system maintain a cubic perovskite structure without a precipitation of a second phase of zirconium-doped yttria. Azad et al. [13] used neutron diffraction for structural analysis, and observed two phases in 10% Y-doped BaZrO₃. In one phase, Y cations partitioned over A and B-sites. Recently, Giannici et al. [14] conducted diffraction experiments using a synchrotron radiation facility. They confirmed no evidence of A-site occupation of Y cations by extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analysis and Raman spectroscopy for a stoichiometric sample. And until now, no general consensus has been achieved for this perennial debate on the site occupancy of Y in BZY.

In this work, synchrotron radiation with an incident energy close to Y-K absorption edge was applied to collect X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of stoichiometric and Ba-deficient BZY. With this specific incident energy, scattering factor differences between Zr and Y cations were significantly
enlarged, enabling precise Rietveld refinement to determine the site occupancy of Y. In addition, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and energy dispersion X-ray spectroscopy (STEM-EDS) were utilized to observe microstructure and evaluate compositions, respectively. With these analyses, we established a more comprehensive understanding of the structure and site occupancy of Y in BZY.

2. Experimental

3.1 Material preparation

Samples were prepared by a conventional solid state reaction method. Nominal cation ratios of Ba : Zr : Y of 1.0 : 0.8 : 0.2 and 0.9 : 0.8 : 0.2 were achieved by mixing the starting materials of BaCO₃, ZrO₂, and Y₂O₃ at the desired ratios. We subsequently named them as BaZr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃₋δ and Ba₀.₉Zr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃₋δ for convenience. Mixtures were ball-milled for 24 h, and then pressed into pellets under 9.8 MPa and heat-treated at 1000 °C for 10 h. After ball-milling for 10 h, samples were pressed into pellets under 9.8 MPa again, and synthesized at 1300 °C for 10 h. After that, samples were ball-milled for 24 h and mixed with an organic binder solution consisting of water, polyvinyl alcohol, glycerin, and ethanol. Mixtures were then pressed into pellets at 392 MPa, and subsequently heat-treated at 600 °C for 8 h to remove the binder solution. During sintering, pellets were initially heated to 1600 °C at a heating rate of 4 °C min⁻¹ and kept for 24 h, then furnace-cooled.
to room temperature. Pellets were then re-heated to 1600 °C at 4 °C min⁻¹, and kept for 24 h. Finally, pellets were quenched to room temperature.

3.2 Measurements

Chemical compositions of the nominal compositions of BaZr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃₋δ and Ba₀.₉Zr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃₋δ were determined to be Ba₀.₉₇Zr₀.₈₁Y₀.₁₉O₃₋δ and Ba₀.₈₉Zr₀.₈₁Y₀.₁₉O₃₋δ, respectively, by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) with SPS4000 (Seiko Instruments Inc., Japan). Microstructures were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and STEM with VE-7800 (Keyence Co., Japan) and JEM-2100F (JEOL, Japan), respectively. Samples for STEM observations were thinned by an argon ion (Ar⁺) beam using a JEOL EM-09100IS Ion Slicer. The local composition was identified by STEM-EDS with JEOL JED-2300.

Powder XRD analysis was performed at the SPring-8 synchrotron radiation facility (Hyogo, Japan) by using beamline BL19B2 with X-ray energies of 16.908 keV and 17.026 keV. As shown in Figure 1, using X-ray with an energy near Y K-edge, a dramatic drop in the real part of anomalous dispersion terms in the X-ray atomic scattering factor, given in Eq. (1), of Y (fᵢ₃(E)) occurs by the anomalous dispersion effect, and the difference between fᵢ₃(E) and fᵢ₃(Zr(E)) increases.

\[
f₀ = f_{₀,₀}(\sin \theta / \lambda) + f'_{₀} \cdot (E) + i f''_{₀} \cdot (E)
\]  

(1)

Therefore, the scattering factor difference between Y and Zr cations can be enhanced, and site occupancy of Y cations can be determined with better precision by Rietveld refinement.
Refinement was performed using the commercial software TOPAS (Bruker AXS GmbH).

4. Results

4.1 XRD analysis

XRD patterns collected using X-ray with an energy of 17.026 keV are shown in Figure 2. Profiles of (031) diffraction peaks are highlighted as an example. In the XRD pattern of \( \text{Ba}_{0.9}\text{Zr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta} \), in addition to a sharp major peak (peak 1), overlapping of a weak peak (peak 2) at the relatively high angle side is apparent (see Figure 2(a)). Such a phenomenon was also clearly confirmed for “all the peaks”, suggesting possible coexistence of two phases with the perovskite structure with different lattice constants, besides precipitation of \( \text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \) solid solution. In the XRD pattern of \( \text{BaZr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta} \), all peaks exhibited a small slope at “the low angle side” of the sharp major peak, as shown in the example of the (031) diffraction peak profile in the inset of Figure 2(b).

4.2 Microstructure observation

SEM images of fractured cross-sections of samples are shown in Figure 3. For the Ba-deficient sample, a bimodal microstructure was obtained as shown in Figure 3(a). A dense microstructure with a uniform grain size was obtained for the nominally stoichiometric sample of \( \text{BaZr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta} \) (see Figure 3(b)).
4.3 Composition analysis by STEM-EDS

Intra-grain compositions measured by STEM-EDS are plotted in Figure 4. Compositions tended to separate into two groups. One is major and close to the nominal composition, and another is greatly Y-rich and Ba-deficient. For discussion, we refer to the phases with these two different compositions as the major phase and minor phase, respectively. Since the probe size used for STEM-EDS analysis was about 1 nm, local composition could be measured. It is important to indicate that these two phases were even observed in a single grain. In addition, we should mention that, in the BaZr_{0.8}Y_{0.2}O_{3-δ} sample, the average composition of the major phase almost coincides with the nominal composition, but in the Ba_{0.9}Zr_{0.8}Y_{0.2}O_{3-δ} sample, the average value clearly deviates from the nominal composition. The average compositions of the major and minor phases of the Ba_{0.9}Zr_{0.8}Y_{0.2}O_{3-δ} sample were calculated to be Ba_{0.90}Zr_{0.88}Y_{0.12}O_{3-δ} and Ba_{0.74}Zr_{0.55}Y_{0.45}O_{3-δ}, respectively.

The major perovskite XRD pattern in Ba_{0.9}Zr_{0.8}Y_{0.2}O_{3-δ} (Peak 1 in Figure 3(a)) can be attributed to the major phase, and the weak perovskite XRD pattern at the relatively high angle side (Peak 2 in Figure 3(a)) corresponds to the minor phase. For BaZr_{0.8}Y_{0.2}O_{3-δ}, the sharp main perovskite XRD pattern should be also attributed to the major phase. Since only little amount of the minor phase was confirmed in BaZr_{0.8}Y_{0.2}O_{3-δ} during the STEM-EDS analysis, it is reasonable to conclude that diffraction peaks for the minor phase cannot be observed in the powder XRD pattern. We also considered the possibility that the minor phase may be attributed to the reported phenomenon of
relatively a higher Y content around the grain boundary [15-18]. However, as shown in Figure 5, such a phenomenon was not confirmed by STEM-EDS in this study. The most difficult point in the interpretation of the XRD pattern of BaZr0.8Y0.2O3-δ is explaining the small slope at the relatively low angle side (see Figure 2(b)), but we got a conviction that this is due to the hydration of the sample recently [21], and explain it in the Rietveld refinement session.

4.4 Rietveld refinement

(a) Ba0.9Zr0.8Y0.2O3-δ

Figure 6 shows the Rietveld refinement profile, using the average compositions by STEM-EDS, for the XRD pattern of Ba0.9Zr0.8Y0.2O3-δ collected using X-ray with an energy of 17.026 keV. In addition to yttria, two cubic perovskite (Pm̅3m) structure models were assumed for the major phase (Ba0.90Zr0.88Y0.12O3-δ) and minor phase (Ba0.74Zr0.55Y0.45O3-δ). Good quality for refinement was obtained with $R_{wp} = 6.15\%$. The lattice constants and weight fractions of the phases are summarized in Table 1. About 7.0 wt % of yttria was determined, which is consistent with the results of Yamazaki et al. [12] As summarized in Table 2, in the phase with the composition of Ba0.90Zr0.88Y0.12O3-δ, Y only occupied the B-site. In the greatly Y-rich and Ba-deficient phase with the composition of Ba0.74Zr0.55Y0.45O3-δ, Y was determined to occupy both A and B-sites. Results of the measurements using X-ray with an energy of 16.908 keV are also given in Table 2, showing good consistency with those of 17.026 keV.
(b) BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$

It is obviously difficult to simulate the XRD pattern of BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ with a single perovskite cubic ($Pm\bar{3}m$) structure model. In fact, we could only obtain a large $R_{wp}$ of 16.35 %, when assuming a single perovskite cubic structure model. Giannici et al. used a tetragonal perovskite-type ($P4/mmb$) structure model for the refinement of 15 % Y-doped BaZrO$_3$ [14]. However, this tetragonal model is also difficult to accept. For the diffraction peaks with three identical indices, such as (222) expressed in a cubic system, there should be no peak splitting, and the diffraction peak should be of good peak symmetry even in tetragonal model. However, as shown in Figure 7, the (222) diffraction peak was also poorly symmetric. Again, if we use the tetragonal perovskite-type ($P4/mmb$) structure model to simulate the diffraction profile, only a large value of $R_{wp}$ of 17.62 % is obtained. Therefore, the structure of BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ cannot be tetragonal.

In Ref. [21], it has been reported that the lattice of BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ expands by hydration, and lattice constants of hydrated and unhydrated samples are 4.2319 Å and 4.2235 Å, respectively. For refinement of the XRD pattern of BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$, we assumed that two cubic perovskite ($Pm\bar{3}m$) structure models both with the composition of Ba$_{0.97}$Zr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$, a low value of $R_{wp} = 7.17$ % could be obtained, as shown in Figure 8. The refined lattice constants of 4.2298 Å and 4.2230 Å for the two cubic models are comparable to those of hydrated and unhydrated BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$. We thereby believe that a part of the sample measured by XRD analysis was hydrated. All Y was determined to be of B-site occupation, as expected, in this refinement.
5. Discussion

As summarized in Table 2, the results of the Rietveld refinements by using powder XRD patterns collected with synchrotron radiation with the energies of 17.026 keV and 16.908 keV show good agreement. Low value of $R_{wp}$ was obtained for all the refinements. For the sample with an intentionally introduced Ba-deficiency of 0.1, coexistence of two phases with the cubic perovskite structure was confirmed, in addition to the precipitation of the Y$_2$O$_3$ solid solution. One phase has a relatively small lattice constant, with a high Y content of 0.45 and great Ba-deficiency. A part of the Y cations in this phase occupied the A-site. Another phase has a relatively large lattice constant, with all the Y cations occupying the B-site, which does not conflict with our previous work [19].

The coexistence of these two phases is also considered to be the cause of poor sinterability of this sample, as shown in Figure 3(a).

A tetragonal perovskite structure model was used to explain asymmetric diffraction peaks in stoichiometric samples in the literature [14, 20]. However, as indicated in this study, for the nominally stoichiometric sample of BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$, a better interpretation has been achieved by using two compositionally identical cubic models with different lattice constants resulting from a hydration effect. A schematic relationship of the lattice constants and compositions of the cubic perovskite structure models in this study is given in Figure 9.

It should be interesting to note that the coexistence of two compositionally different phases, especially in a single grain was observed. As summarized in Table 3, the observation in this work
is in accordance with some previous reports. Oyama et al. [22] reported that a BZ(II) phase with long range order supercell and a composition between $\text{Ba}_5\text{Zr}_2\text{YO}_{8.5}$ and $\text{Ba}_9\text{Zr}_4\text{Y}_8\text{O}_{19}$ existed in a slightly Ba-deficient sample. Imashuku et al. [23] found a phase (BZY424) with the cation ratio of $\text{Ba} : \text{Zr} : \text{Y}$ about $4 : 2 : 4$ in composition. The compositions of their newly discovered phases are comparable to the greatly Y-rich phase of $\text{Ba}_{0.74}\text{Zr}_{0.55}\text{Y}_{0.45}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$, namely minor phase, in this study. In addition, as mentioned in introduction, Azad et al. [13] found two phases in 10 % Y-doped BaZrO$_3$. Although the compositions of these two phases were not directly measured, we considered that the phase ($\alpha$ phase) with a small lattice constant might be similar with the minor phase in this study. However, as discussed in Ref. [21] in detail, hydration also expands the lattice of BZY, resulting in a very complicated situation. Further work will be devoted to the detailed discussion of this minor phase in the future.

This work reveals clearly that Ba-deficiency causes a separation to two phases with the perovskite structure, which must be considered to be detrimental to protonic conductivity, and is expected to be another possible reason for the decrease in protonic conductivity with increasing Ba-deficiency [12, 24].

6. Conclusions

Powder XRD patterns for $\text{Ba}_{0.9}\text{Zr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ indicate the coexistence of two phases with the cubic perovskite structure. By STEM-EDS, one is relatively low in Y content and slightly Ba-deficient,
and another is greatly Ba-deficient and Y-rich. It is interesting that these two compositionally different phases were even observed in a single grain. However, for the nominally stoichiometric BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$, a small slope was also observed at the low angle side in the diffraction pattern, which is believed to be due to lattice expansion for hydration [21]. By Rietveld refinement, Y was determined to only occupy the B-site in both the two phases in the nominally stoichiometric sample of BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$. For the two perovskite phases in the nominally Ba-deficient sample of Ba$_{0.9}$Zr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$, all Y occupied the B-site in the relatively Y-poor and Ba-deficient phase. However, a partial amount of Y occupied the A-site in the greatly Y-rich and Ba-deficient phase. The results indicate the tendency of Y towards A-site occupation with increasing Ba-deficiency and Y content.
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List of Captures

Figure 1 Anomalous dispersion terms of Y (red profiles) and Zr (blue profiles). Differences in either $f'_n(E)$ or $f''_n(E)$ between Y and Zr are small at an incident energy of Cu Kα (8.04 keV). Dramatic decreases in $f'_Y(E)$ occurs when the incident energy approaches the Y K-edge (17.037 keV), resulting in an increase in the difference in $f'_n(E)$ between Y and Zr.

Figure 2 X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) Ba$_{0.9}$Zr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ and (b) BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$. (031) diffraction peak profiles are highlighted in insets as an example.

Figure 3 SEM images of fractured cross-sections of (a) Ba$_{0.9}$Zr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$, and (b) BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$.

Figure 4 STEM-EDS composition analysis of Ba$_{0.9}$Zr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ (● major phase, and ○ minor phase) and BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ (▲ major phase, and △ minor phase). The nominal composition of Ba$_{0.9}$Zr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ (⊗) and BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ (⊗) are also plotted.

Figure 5 STEM-EDS line scan results of BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ across the grain boundary.

Figure 6 Rietveld refinement of the diffraction pattern of Ba$_{0.9}$Zr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$, collected with synchrotron radiation (17.026 keV). Two cubic perovskite ($Pm\bar{3}m$) structure models were adopted.
for the refinement. Fitting of the (031) diffraction peak profile is highlighted in the inset. The observed profile (blue), calculated profile (red), difference (black, at bottom), and Bragg peaks of candidate phases (vertical lines) are shown.

**Figure 7** Rietveld refinement of the (222)\(^c\) diffraction peak of BaZr\(_{0.8}\)Y\(_{0.2}\)O\(_{3-\delta}\). \((hkl)^c\) indicates Miller indices in the cubic system. The diffraction pattern was collected with synchrotron radiation (17.026 keV). A single tetragonal perovskite \((P4/mbm)\) structure model was adopted for this refinement. The observed profile (blue), calculated profile (red), difference (black, at bottom), and Bragg peaks of candidate phases (vertical lines) are shown. The calculated profile is of good symmetry, and is obviously different from the observed profile.

**Figure 8** Rietveld refinement of the diffraction pattern of BaZr\(_{0.8}\)Y\(_{0.2}\)O\(_{3-\delta}\), collected with synchrotron radiation (17.026 keV). Two cubic perovskite \((Pm\overline{3}m)\) structure models were adopted for the refinement. Fitting of (031) diffraction peak profile is highlighted in the inset. Observed profile (blue), calculated profile (red), difference (black, at bottom), and Bragg peaks of candidate phases (vertical lines) are shown.

**Figure 9** Summary of lattice constant and composition of the perovskite structure models in this study.
Table 1 Lattice constants and weight fractions of phases in $\text{Ba}_{0.9}\text{Zr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ and $\text{BaZr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ determined by Rietveld refinement.

Table 2 Site occupancy of cations in the phases in $\text{Ba}_{0.9}\text{Zr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ and $\text{BaZr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ determined by Rietveld refinement. The structures of all the phases were assigned to be cubic ($Pm\bar{3}m$).

Table 3 Phases in $\text{BaO} – \text{ZrO}_2 – \text{YO}_{1.5}$ system in literatures.
Figure 1 Anomalous dispersion terms of Y (red profiles) and Zr (blue profiles). Differences in either $f'_n(E)$ or $f''_n(E)$ between Y and Zr are small at an incident energy of Cu Kα (8.04 keV).

Dramatic decreases in $f'_Y(E)$ occurs when the incident energy approaches the Y K-edge (17.037 keV), resulting in an increase in the difference in $f'_n(E)$ between Y and Zr.
Figure 2 X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) Ba₀.₉Zr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃₋δ and (b) BaZr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃₋δ. (031) diffraction peak profiles are highlighted in insets as an example.
Figure 3 SEM images of fractured cross-sections of (a) $\text{Ba}_{0.9}\text{Zr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$, and (b) $\text{BaZr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$. 
Figure 4 STEM-EDS composition analysis of $\text{Ba}_{0.9}\text{Zr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ (● major phase, and ○ minor phase) and $\text{BaZr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ (▲ major phase, and △ minor phase). The nominal composition of $\text{Ba}_{0.9}\text{Zr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ (⊗) and $\text{BaZr}_{0.8}\text{Y}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ (⊗) are also plotted.
Figure 5 STEM-EDS line scan results of BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ across the grain boundary.
Figure 6 Rietveld refinement of the diffraction pattern of Ba$_{0.9}$Zr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$, collected with synchrotron radiation (17.026 keV). Two cubic perovskite ($Pm\bar{3}m$) structure models were adopted for the refinement. Fitting of the (031) diffraction peak profile is highlighted in the inset. The observed profile (blue), calculated profile (red), difference (black, at bottom), and Bragg peaks of candidate phases (vertical lines) are shown.
Figure 7 Rietveld refinement of the (222)\textsuperscript{c} diffraction peak of BaZr\textsubscript{0.8}Y\textsubscript{0.2}O\textsubscript{3-\delta}. (hkl)\textsuperscript{c} indicates Miller indices in the cubic system. The diffraction pattern was collected with synchrotron radiation (17.026 keV). A single tetragonal perovskite (P\textsubscript{4}/nmb) structure model was adopted for this refinement. The observed profile (blue), calculated profile (red), difference (black, at bottom), and Bragg peaks of candidate phases (vertical lines) are shown. The calculated profile is of good symmetry, and is obviously different from the observed profile.
Figure 8 Rietveld refinement of the diffraction pattern of BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$, collected with synchrotron radiation (17.026 keV). Two cubic perovskite ($Pm\bar{3}m$) structure models were adopted for the refinement. Fitting of (031) diffraction peak profile is highlighted in the inset. Observed profile (blue), calculated profile (red), difference (black, at bottom), and Bragg peaks of candidate phases (vertical lines) are shown.
Figure 9 Summary of lattice constant and composition of the perovskite structure models in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lattice Constant (Å)</th>
<th>Stoichiometric Sample BaZr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃.₅</th>
<th>Ba-deficient Sample Ba₀.₉Zr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃.₅</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.2298</td>
<td>(Ba₀.₉₇₀)(Zr₀.₈₁₀Y₀.₁₀₀)O₃.₅ (Hydrated)</td>
<td>4.2109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2230</td>
<td>(Ba₀.₉₇₀)(Zr₀.₈₁₀Y₀.₁₀₀)O₃.₅ (Unhydrated)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Ba₀.₈₅₁Y₀.₁₄₉)(Zr₀.₆₉₂Y₀.₃₆₈)O₃.₅</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 Lattice constants and weight fractions of phases in Ba$_{0.9}$Zr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ and BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ determined by Rietveld refinement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Sample Composition</th>
<th>Phase (Composition / Method)</th>
<th>Unit Cell</th>
<th>Lattice Constant / Å</th>
<th>Fraction / wt%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ba$<em>{0.9}$Zr$</em>{0.8}$Y$<em>{0.2}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$</td>
<td>Major Phase (Ba$<em>{0.90}$Zr$</em>{0.88}$Y$<em>{0.12}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$ / STEM-EDS)</td>
<td>Cubic ($Pm\bar{3}m$)</td>
<td>4.2016(15)</td>
<td>76.9(42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minor Phase (Ba$<em>{0.74}$Zr$</em>{0.55}$Y$<em>{0.45}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$ / STEM-EDS)</td>
<td>Cubic ($Pm\bar{3}m$)</td>
<td>4.2109(1)</td>
<td>16.1(17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yttria</td>
<td>Cubic ($Ia\bar{3}$)</td>
<td>10.6016(2)</td>
<td>7.0(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaZr$<em>{0.8}$Y$</em>{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$</td>
<td>Unhydrated Phase (Ba$<em>{0.97}$Zr$</em>{0.81}$Y$<em>{0.19}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$ / ICP-AES)</td>
<td>Cubic ($Pm\bar{3}m$)</td>
<td>4.2230(2)</td>
<td>54.0(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydrated Phase (Ba$<em>{0.97}$Zr$</em>{0.81}$Y$<em>{0.19}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$ / ICP-AES)</td>
<td>Cubic ($Pm\bar{3}m$)</td>
<td>4.2298(7)</td>
<td>46.0(5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Site occupancy of cations in the phases in Ba$_{0.9}$Zr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ and BaZr$_{0.8}$Y$_{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$ determined by Rietveld refinement. The structures of all the phases were assigned to be cubic ($Pm\bar{3}m$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Sample Composition</th>
<th>X-ray Energy / keV</th>
<th>$R_{wp}$ %</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Site Occupancy</th>
<th>Equivalent Isotropic Temperature Factor / Å$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A-site</td>
<td>B-site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba$<em>{0.9}$Zr$</em>{0.8}$Y$<em>{0.2}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$</td>
<td>17.026</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>Major Phase (Ba$<em>{0.90}$Zr$</em>{0.88}$Y$<em>{0.12}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$)</td>
<td>0.900(2)</td>
<td>0.000(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.908</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>Minor Phase (Ba$<em>{0.74}$Zr$</em>{0.55}$Y$<em>{0.45}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$)</td>
<td>0.851(7)</td>
<td>0.149(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaZr$<em>{0.8}$Y$</em>{0.2}$O$_{3-\delta}$</td>
<td>17.026</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>Unhydrated Phase (Ba$<em>{0.97}$Zr$</em>{0.81}$Y$<em>{0.19}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$)</td>
<td>0.970(3)</td>
<td>0.000(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.908</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>Hydrated Phase (Ba$<em>{0.97}$Zr$</em>{0.81}$Y$<em>{0.19}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$)</td>
<td>0.970(4)</td>
<td>0.000(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.026</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>Unhydrated Phase (Ba$<em>{0.97}$Zr$</em>{0.81}$Y$<em>{0.19}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$)</td>
<td>0.970(2)</td>
<td>0.000(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.908</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>Hydrated Phase (Ba$<em>{0.97}$Zr$</em>{0.81}$Y$<em>{0.19}$O$</em>{3-\delta}$)</td>
<td>0.970(3)</td>
<td>0.000(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporter</td>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>Method for Composition Determination</td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Lattice Constant</td>
<td>Heat-Treating Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyama [22]</td>
<td>BZ(I)</td>
<td>Solubility of Y in BaZrO₃ less than $X_{YO1.5} = 0.075$</td>
<td>SEM-EPMA</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>1600 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BZ(II)</td>
<td>Solid solution between Ba₃Zr₂YO₈.₅ and Ba₉Zr₄Y₈O₂₉</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cubic with long range order supercell</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imashuku [23]</td>
<td>BaZrO₃ solid solution</td>
<td>Solubility of Y in BaZrO₃ about $X_{YO1.5} = 0.25$, $X_{BaO} = 0.31 - 0.40$, $X_{ZrO2} = 0.16 - 0.20$, $X_{YO1.5} = 0.42 - 0.53$</td>
<td>FESEM-EDS</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1600 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BZY424</td>
<td></td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azad [13]</td>
<td>α (lower protonic conductivity)</td>
<td>Ba₁.₀₁Zr₀.₉₀Y₀.₁₀O₃₋δ</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>1500 °C (coexisting of α and β)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β (higher protonic conductivity)</td>
<td>(Ba₀.₉₈₅Y₀.₀₁₅)(Zr₀.₉₁₅Y₀.₀₈₅)O₃₋δ</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td></td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>1720 °C (Only α existed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han [this study]</td>
<td>BaZr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃₋δ major phase</td>
<td>Ba₀.₉₇Zr₀.₈₁Y₀.₁₉O₃₋δ</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ba₀.₉Zr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃₋δ major phase</td>
<td>Ba₀.₉₀Zr₀.₈₈Y₀.₁₂O₃₋δ</td>
<td>STEM-EDS</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>1600 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ba₀.₉Zr₀.₈Y₀.₂O₃₋δ minor phase</td>
<td>Ba₀.₇₄Zr₀.₅₅Y₀.₄₅O₃₋δ</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tendency of Y occupying B-site in BaZrO$_3$ with high Ba-deficiency and Y content confirmed by precise Rietveld refinement benefit from anomalous dispersion effect.